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EDITORIAL COMMENT

CYP2C19 Genotyping in Percutaneous
Coronary Intervention-Treated Patients
Ready for Prime Time?*
Dirk Sibbing, MD, Lisa Gross, MD
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ual antiplatelet treatment (DAPT) with

and in line with mechanistic data, a gene-dose effect

aspirin and a P2Y 12 receptor inhibitor is

for the LOF allele was reported, with homozygous

the current mainstay of treatment for pa-

*2 allele carriers exhibiting the highest risk of stent

tients undergoing percutaneous coronary interven-

thrombosis (3). However, beyond the clearly estab-

tion (PCI). With respect to P2Y12 receptor inhibitors,

lished prognostic value of CYP2C19*2 as a risk factor

the in vivo bioactivation of the second-generation

in PCI-treated patients receiving clopidogrel, there

thienopyridine clopidogrel is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced

is little evidence at present in how far (routine)

by certain genetic variants of genes encoding for

genetic testing and a genotype-guided antiplatelet

enzymes of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) system. As

therapy is feasible and effective in reducing ischemic

matters stand and in contrast to clopidogrel, the anti-

events in PCI-treated patients receiving clopidogrel

platelet action of the potent P2Y12 receptor inhibitors

as a ﬁrst-line treatment.

prasugrel and ticagrelor is not inﬂuenced by such ge-
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netic variants (1). For clopidogrel, however, the
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activation and a common genetic variant within the

Interventions, Cavallari et al. (5) provide important

CYP2C19 gene, the CYP2C19*2 loss-of-function (LOF)

and

polymorphism, was found to be associated with an

nonrandomized clinical implementation of CYP2C19

attenuated response to clopidogrel (2). This observa-

genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy in 1,815 patients

tion is true for heterozygous *2 allele carriers and

treated with PCI for stable coronary artery disease or

even more so for subjects who are homozygous car-

acute coronary syndrome (ACS). Consecutive patients

riers of the mutant *2 allele. Thus, it did not come

from 7 institutions who underwent PCI and CYP2C19

as a surprise that a number of studies (3,4) and

genotyping were part of this analysis. Intensiﬁed

meta-analyses (2) could show that the mere presence

therapy consisting of prasugrel, ticagrelor, or high-

of the CYP2C19*2 allele in clopidogrel-treated pa-

dose clopidogrel was intended for patients with 1 or

tients undergoing PCI was found to be associated

2 LOF alleles, but the decision whether to recommend

with a higher risk of ischemic events, including the

alternative therapy was left to the discretion of the

occurrence of early stent thrombosis. Further on

treating physician. The primary endpoint of this

interesting

results

on

outcomes

following

investigation was deﬁned as the composite of
myocardial infarction, stroke, or death within 12
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treated with standard-dose clopidogrel (n ¼ 226)

categorizing the entire spectrum of bleeds ranging

versus alternative therapy with prasugrel (n ¼ 222),

from minimal to fatal bleeding events.

ticagrelor (n ¼ 116 patients), or high-dose clopidogrel

Finally, the follow-up for patients in this investi-

(n ¼ 8). Similar ﬁndings were observed for the large

gation was inhomogeneous and rather short in

subgroup (n ¼ 1,210) of ACS patients (HR adj 2.87; 95%

many of the patients, with a median follow-up of

CI: 1.35 to 6.09; p ¼ 0.013). Of note, there was no dif-

4.8 months (interquartile range: 0.6 to 9.9 months). It

ference in ischemic events between patients without a

seems likely that the lack of standardized follow-up

LOF allele and LOF allele carriers prescribed intensi-

procedures, such as is the case in randomized

ﬁed therapy (HR adj 1.14; 95% CI: 0.69 to 1.88; p ¼

controlled trials, might have led to an underreporting

0.60). With the present study, the investigators

of clinical events in this study population. In this

conﬁrm and expand prior reports (2–4) on the prog-

respect, it merits mentioning that events in this

nostic value of CYP2C19 genotyping for ischemic risk

study were taken from electronic health records

prediction in clopidogrel-treated patients undergoing

only and events were not adjudicated by an inde-

PCI. Cavallari et al. (5) must be commended for this

pendent event adjudication committee.

very well done and ﬁrst large multicenter investiga-

The previously mentioned limitations of this inter-

tion on clinical outcomes of CYP2C19 genotype-

esting study clearly emphasize the need for random-

guided personalized antiplatelet therapy in PCI

ized controlled trials with structured and standardized

patients. However, in interpreting the data, some

study protocols. In fact, 2 larger randomized clinical

issues and important aspects merit mentioning.

trials including CYP2C19 genotyping are ongoing and

First, allocation to one of the treatment groups

will provide important results in the near future. The

was not randomized and the study did not include

TAILOR-PCI (Tailored Antiplatelet Initiation to Lesson

a control group. Thus, both decisions whether to

Outcomes Due to Decreased Clopidogrel Response

perform CYP2C19 genotyping at all and whether to

after

intensify antiplatelet treatment in LOF allele carriers

(NCT01742117) with a planned enrollment of >5,000

were entirely left to the discretion of the treating

PCI patients randomizes patients to a conventional

Percutaneous

Coronary

Intervention)

trial

physician and were obviously triggered by patients’

arm versus a CYP2C19 genotype–based antiplatelet

characteristics such as age, comorbidities such as

therapy approach with application of ticagrelor in LOF

diabetes, and the presumed bleeding risk. In line

allele carriers. Therefore, similar to prior studies that

with this, a comparison of baseline characteristics

used platelet function testing (PFT) for guidance of

showed signiﬁcant between-group differences for a

treatment (9,10), the TAILOR-PCI trial aims at esca-

number of variables, and it seems unlikely that a

lating treatment based on genotyping results by

propensity score approach could fully adjust for this.

switching patients from clopidogrel to ticagrelor. Of

Further on, point estimates of reported HRs for primary

note, prior concepts in trials of tailored and individu-

endpoint comparisons suggest a relevant selection

alized treatment implying escalation of DAPT (i.e.,

bias, as risk reductions observed for clopidogrel versus

switching from clopidogrel to potent antiplatelet

intensiﬁed treatment in LOF allele carriers were larger

drugs) in PCI-treated patients provided neutral results

than had been the case when the potent antiplatelet

(9,10). A different approach for tailoring DAPT could be

drugs prasugrel or ticagrelor were compared versus

to follow a concept of a stage-adapted treatment with

clopidogrel in the PLATO (Platelet Inhibition and

DAPT de-escalation (i.e., switching from potent

Patient Outcomes) and TRITON-TIMI (Trial to Assess

antiplatelet drugs to clopidogrel) when using the in-

Improvement in Therapeutic Outcomes by Optimizing

formation derived from genotyping (CYP2C19) or

Platelet Inhibition with Prasugrel-Thrombolysis In

phenotyping (PFT). Indeed, DAPT regimens implying

Myocardial Infarction) 38 trials (6,7).

de-escalation from potent P2Y12 receptor inhibitors to

Second, the authors focus their reporting on

the less potent and off-patent clopidogrel look

ischemic outcomes and a comprehensive analysis on

appealing and are already common practice despite

minimal, minor, and major bleeding events was not

very limited evidence on their safety (11). However,

included in this study. However, a detailed reporting

the beneﬁts are obvious, from both a conceptual

on bleeding and the net clinical beneﬁt of tailored and

perspective (early ischemic risk vs. late bleeding

intensiﬁed antiplatelet treatment seems mandatory.

risk) and from a clinical or economic point of

Future studies on personalized antiplatelet treatment

view.

should include a detailed reporting on bleeding

(Testing Responsiveness to Platelet Inhibition on

events that reﬂects contemporary standards on

Chronic Antiplatelet Treatment For Acute Coronary

The

recently

published

TROPICAL-ACS

outcome reporting like the use of the Bleeding Aca-

Syndromes) trial (NCT01959451) (12) focused on a PFT-

demic Research Consortium classiﬁcation (8) for

guided de-escalation of DAPT (switch from prasugrel
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to clopidogrel) in the early maintenance phase after

In concert with published data upcoming results of

successful PCI in ACS patients. The study met its pri-

the ongoing randomized trials may help to establish

mary endpoint and thereby demonstrated that a

novel and individualized treatment concepts that aim

guided de-escalation of antiplatelet treatment was

at optimizing antiplatelet treatment by utilizing ge-

safe (in terms of ischemia) and noninferior (in terms of

netic or nongenetic variables for clinical decision

net clinical beneﬁt) to standard treatment with pra-

making. It may well be that a 1-size-ﬁts-all strategy

sugrel at 1 year after PCI and thus can be considered as

for DAPT will be left behind in the near future and

an alternative treatment strategy in ACS patients

individualized treatment concepts become reality.

managed with PCI.

However, only with convincing results from future

Similarly, but using genotyping for guidance of
treatment,
Outcome

the

ongoing

POPGenetics

after

primary

PCI

(Patient

Genetics)

trial

(NCT01761786) (13) aims at randomizing 2,700 STEMI

studies, genotyping in PCI-treated patients will be
ready for prime time. Based on the available evidence
so far, this is not the case now and further evidence is
urgently needed.

patients to a CYP2C19 genotype-guided therapy
versus conventional therapy (13). This trial strictly
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